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On-line Gamma Radiation and

Neutron Fluence Monitoring

MOTIVATION

Radiation present in an accelerator poses a serious threat to electronic devices and systems
placed in the main tunnel. Because of the Total Ionizing Dose effect gamma radiation is
responsible for a long term degradation of all devices installed in the accelerator's tunnel.
Neutrons are responsible for Single Event Effects that generate malfunctions in digital
systems and they could result in repairable or hard damage of the devices.
The poster presents the system dedicated for gamma radiation and neutrons monitoring in
a linear accelerator in real-time. The presented detector is intended to be used in the newly
installed VUV-FEL Vacuum-UltraViolet Free Electron Laser at DESY research centre in
Hamburg. The monitoring system is dedicated for VUV-FEL and can be adopted for a higher
energy accelerator in particular, X-ray Free Electron Laser X-FEL driven by 20 GeV linac,
with modifications of the neutron detecting system.
Two different detectors were used to monitor gamma radiation and neutrons. RadFET, the
radiation sensitive transistor, is responsible for gamma radiation measurement whereas
SRAM-based detector was used to measure neutron fluence in the tunnel.

Photographic view of the VUV-FEL
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The results of the 48-hours real-time
measurement of the neutron fluence from

AmBe source. The distance equal to 6.9 cm
between a memory chip and a moderator was
filled up with water, which acts as a moderator.
The estimated cumulative neutron fluence is
very close to the ideal line calculated for the
known fluence of the AmBe for a 6.5 cm
distance. The SEU cross-section of the 8 Mbit
memory, supplied from 3.3 V is equal to
5.75x10 cm bit .
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The experiment was carried out in Linac II for
30-days. The device was installed
approximately 20 m from the electron-to-
positron converter (neutron source). There
was no permanently installed neutron
detector. Measurements using bubble and
TLD dosimeters failed. It was not possible to
estimate neutron fluence in the tunnel.
However, Positron Intensity Accumulator
(PIA) current corresponding to the number of
generated neutrons can be used to compare
the results.

The distributed system was finally
installed in VUV-FEL. Neutron fluence
curve measured by one detector is
presented as follows. The slope of the
neutron fluence is not constant and
depends mainly on the electric field
supplying superconducting cavity
modules and neutrons generated there
from.

The RadMon and
the moderator
housing SRAM

512 kB Samsung memory, which has the highest sensitivity
factor, was finally chosen as the  neutron detector.

The pilot facility of X-ray Free Electron
Laser (X-FEL), called Vacuum UltraViolet
Free Electron Laser (VUV-FEL), has
already been set in operation at DESY.
The VUV-FEL is the accelerator allowing
to make initial tests of the control
s y s tem, inves t i ga te rad ia t i on
environment and carry out first crucial
physical experiments.
Radiation in the accelerator tunnel is
produced as a result of the electron
beam's interaction with high-Z
materials. Therefore gamma radiation
and neutrons monitoring is strictly
recommended to avoid the unwanted
breakdown of the control system.

VUV-FEL-THE PILOT FACILITY OF X-FEL

SYSTEM FOR RADIATION MONITORING
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Schematic diagram of real-time
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GAMMA AND NEUTRON DETECTORS

SRAM-based neutron detector RadFET dosimeter

Gamma radiation

Neutrons

T h e p a r a s i t i c
phenomenon of Single
Event Upsets (SEUs)
induced in a Static
Random Access Memory
(SRAM) was used to
assess neutrons flux
density. Neutrons present
in the accelerator's tunnel
provoke SEUs in a SRAM
chip. The number of
i n d u c e d S E U s i s
proportional to neutron
fluence.

The RadFET sensor is a p-type MOSFET
with a modified gate region. Electrons
and holes are generated in the gate
region of RadFET when exposed to
ionising radiation. Holes are trapped in
the region and Si/SiO interface. Positive

charge at the Si/SiO interface increases

as a function of radiation dose and
therefore threshold voltage will also
change.
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Results of the on-line measurements
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NVRAM chips fabricated by Texas Instruments and Dallas were used
during the experiment. The devices were calibrated with a standard
neutron source AmBe in24 hours. The source was moderated using
deionised water in order to imitate the energy spectrum of the linear
accelerator (VUV-FEL).
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The calibration factor (blue bars) allows to calculate the absorbed
dose after the measurement.

The gamma and neutron radiation sensors are
connected to the microcontroller-based read-
out system. The system was built with the
usage of redundant elements to assure
radiation tolerance. Measured data are
gathered in a database, thus gamma radiation
and neutron fluence history is accessible.
The number of SEU induced in SRAM chips is
proportional to neutrons fluence.
The appropriate neutron moderator assures a
flat characteristics response for a wide
spectrum of neutrons and allows to increase the
detectors’ sensitivity.

High gamma background and pulsing neutron fields present in linear accelerators require the usage of dedicated dosimeters to measure neutrons fluence. SRAM-based detector, insensitive

to gamma radiation can be used as a neutron dosimeter. Conventional neutron monitors require a high-voltage supply and use gas-filled proportional counters for proper operation, therefore, in
contrast to silicon detectors, the are not portable and require supervision of the high pressure gas. The small size of the SRAM-based detector allows to decrease the dimension and weight of the
supplement moderator and therefore the size and weight of the whole instrument. The conducted experiments proved that SRAM chips can be used as a neutron fluence monitor. The technology
of SRAM fabrication has a significant influence on crucial parameters and determine the usefulness of the memory operating as a neutron detector. RadFET detector can be used as a
complementary gamma dosimeter.
The sensitivity of the SRAM-based neutron detector should increase with the memory size (number of cells). However, carried out research proved that modern, high-density memories have low
cross-section to thermal neutrons. The cross-section of the 8 Mb Samsung memory K6X8016C3B-TF55, fabricated in 0.13 m technology is two orders of magnitude lower than a susceptibility of

old 4 Mb K6T4008C1B-VB55 (0.4 m Samsung). Moreover, modern chips with supply voltages lower than 3.3 V should be also more sensitive. Decreased supply voltage lowers the charge

collection and decreases critical charge of the MOS structure.
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